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Abstra& AM1 molecular orbital calculgtions of the reaction path for [2+2] and [2+4] q&addition reacths of cyclopentyne 

hummer, 2, with ethylene and 13-butadiene show concert fcr the forma pmceds and stepwke characta for the Iat&. 

me tesults are consistent with Dew& themy of orbital isomerism in pericyck nactions. 

Ring expansion of cyclobutylidenylcarbene (1) has been predicted computationally to produce an 

isomer, 2, of cyclopentyne (3). rather than 3 itself.1 The relationship between 2 and 3 is that of lumomers. in 

the language of Dewar’s theory of orbital isomerism;2 that is, a HOMO-LUMO orbital crossing is required for 

the conversion. As a consequence of this enforced crossing, there is an enthalpic activation barrier of over 10 

kcabiuol for the transformation of 2 to 3.1 

Application of the theory of orbital isomerism leads to the proposition that the thermal [2+2] and [2+4] 

cycloaddition reactions of 2 would be allowed (concerted) and forbidden (stepwise), respectively, with the 

suprafacial participation of the relevant p-orbitals. This prediction is perhaps most easily understood in the 

following way. The HOMO of cyclopentyne (3) is basically a symmerricuf x-like in-plane orbital3 and may be 

liiened to that of ethylene itself; thus 3 is predicted to undergo a thermal [2+2] cycloaddition in a stepwise 

manner, for example. The huuomeric relationship of 2 and 3 then requires that the predictions of the allowed- 

tress of pericyclic reactions involving 2 be precisely the opposite of those for 3. We now report the results of 

molecular orbital calculations supporting the proposal that 2 does indeed undergo cycloaddition reactions 

according to these mechanistic motifs. 

The conversion of lumomer 2 and ethylene to bicyclo[3.2.O]hept-1(5)-ene (4, equation 1) was studied 

using the AM1 method4 with 3 x 3 configuration interaction. The C-2 - C-3 distance was selected as the 

reaction coordinate, and all other molecular parameters wen optimized as this distance was varied. Because 2 

has a higher enthalpy than its orbital isomer, cyclopentyne. most optimization procedures would tend to 
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pruduce points on the lower energy portion of the potential energy hypersurface and not on the more interest- 

ing lum~meric component of this surface. To ensure that this did not take place, all geometrical optimixations 

were computed using the Jacob-Thompson-Bartel (JTB) method.8 a non-linear least-squares gradient mini- 

mization known to be capable of finding point8 of local minima on a potential energy hypersurface.e 

(1) 

172.19 188.10 45.93 

Using this procedure, the [2+2] cycloaddition reaction having suprafaciul participation at all four of 

the reJevant carbon atoms was found to proceed in a concerted manner, with nearly sy~~chronous formation of 

the two new sigma bonds. The approximate7 transition state for the reaction has a cakxdated A& of 188.10 

kc8&rt&?m&b~~%~r&*j WPW&l&n&Wd$ <55X ~~nr;,a.~sri~~~~~~~.w~d.~d~~~~r~ 

ob8ervations for this reaction.10 Examination of all point8 along the reaction coordinate failed to reveal the 

existence of any intermediates other than the reactants and product or to show any changes in orbital 

occupations. This is entirely consistent with an allowed (concerted) reaction. When the identical 

computational procedure was employed in the study of the [2+2] cycloaddition of cyclopentyne and ethylene, 

a two-step RXCtiOn mechanism involving an WISyn’ImetriC~ biradicaloid intermediate re8ulted.9~11 This 

strongly indicates that the concerted reaction with nearly synchronous bond formation observed for 

cyclopentyne lumomer (2) is not an artifact of the computational procedure employed. 

The [2+4] cycloaddition reaction of 2 and cis-13-butadiene to afford bicyclo[4.3.O]nona-1(5),3diene 

(6, equation 2) was studied in a like manner. using the G-2 - G-3 bond distance as reaction coordinate and 

initiating the calculation with the carbon skeleta of the two reactants in a coplanar relationship.12 Gptimixa- 

tion of geometries using the JTB methodology provided a reaction path that was significantly different from 

that obtained for the [2+2] analog. Jn this case a biiicaloid intermediate 5 intervened between reactants and 

product. The transition state for formation of 5 has an enthalpy some 28 kcal/mol greater than that of the 

reactants. Given the considerably lower enthalpy of activation for the concerted [2+2] process, it is clear that 

[2+4] cycLMditiou would not be competitive in alkeuic substraGss capable of both modes of reacdon. 
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2 5 6 

184.47 212.70 126.07 147.72 2.98 

Further investigation of the biradicaloid intermediate 5 showed that conversion of this species to the 

cycloaddition product 6 involves an orbital crossing and consequently involves a transition state of relatively 

high energy, the activation enthalpy requited to reach it being some 22 kcaUmo1. Thus, the [2+4] reaction of 

lumomer 2 with 13-butadiene is clearly a forbidden two-step process and proceeds through a biradicaloid 

intermediate that lies in a rather deep potential energy well.13 

These results, which am predicted using Dewar’s theory of orbital isomerism, provide a clear distinc- 

tion between this theory and that of Woodward and Hoffmann. 14 It is incorrect to state that any type of 

reaction is formally forbidden or allowed since this will depend not only upon the correlation of molecular 

orbitals but also upon the orbital occupation of reactants. For this reason the allowedness or forbiddenness of 

any reaction should depend only upon whether there is an orbital crossing of the HOMO and the LUMO 

during the course of the reaction. To paraphrase Dewar, et al., ~ the interconversion of homomers provides an 

allowed process whereas that of lumomers is forbidden. 
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